Dress up as...
SUPERTATO

1. Draw a large circle on to some cardboard, then elongate
the circle a bit at one end, so it looks more like a potato.
Draw round the first shape on to a second piece of cardboard
to make the back of the Supertato costume, so you have two
pieces the same size and shape.

Add your
favourite
Supertato
adventure!

2. Make two 4cm wide straps (and however long you need
them to be). With strong tape, attach each strap to the back of
the Supertato ‘front’ board at each side, then attach the ‘back’
board to each of these straps. Hold in place with strong tape.

TO MAKE

Supertato’s body
YOU WILL NEED:
✓ White or cream, black, red
and yellow cardboard
✓ Black felt tip
✓ Scissors
✓ Strong glue
✓ Strong tape (like parcel tape)
✓ Stapler
✓ Hole punch
✓ Belt template

3. To make the belt buckle, use the belt template and colour
in as shown. If you’re confident, you can do this free-hand.
Attach the belt buckle to the centre of the body with glue or
tape and, with the black pen, draw the belt running round
each side of the body. Colour it in black.

Find out what yo
u need to make
Supertato’s mask
on the next page

For Supertato’s outfit

TO MAKE

YOU WILL NEED:

Supertato’s
mask
YOU WILL NEED:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Black card
Pencil
Scissors
Hole punch
Black elastic
Mask template

✓
✓
✓
✓

Red cloak: red paper tablecloth
Two safety pins
Yellow rubber gloves
Black trousers
To make the
cloak, cut the
tablecloth down
to size and attach
to the back of
the costume with
sticky fixers or
safety pins.

1. Cut out and draw round the mask
template on to black card.

2. Cut out the eyeholes and punch a
hole either side of the mask, so you
can push through some black elastic
and knot together.

OUTFIT T
IP
Add some
white
face paint
to your
mouth an
d a blue
line spark
le!

Watch our easy step-by-step video for this make and find other fantastic
book-inspired dress-up ideas at bookaid.org/worldbookday
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